OPEN TOP CONTAINER
RWSI005 Safety Instruction Royal Wolf Australia and New Zealand. Version 1 April 2016
SPECIFICATIONS
Size: 20’
Type: Open Top
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Before using the equipment
• Ensure that the equipment is the
correct type for what you intend
to use it for
• Ensure that you have been
given a physical demonstration
on the correct use of this
equipment
• Take the time to read this
information, and any other
information relating to this
product (i.e.: decals, brochures,
product information)
Entry into the container
• Use caution stepping into, or out
of the container. One step up
onto the flooring is required
• Keep hands and fingers away
from curtain securing poles and
corner posts to prevent crush
injuries
• Exercise caution with moving
parts in windy conditions or
when curtain securing poles
appear to be damaged
Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE)

• Wear gloves, eye wear and nonslip footwear
Site Preparation and Setup
• Set the container down in an
area safe from passing traffic
onto stable, level ground
• Maintain a safe distance from
delivery vehicles. Do not stand
under a suspended load or
between the moving container
and adjacent objects
• Ensure there is enough room to
operate the curtain winches and
remove and/or refit the curtain
securing poles

Opening standard end or side
doors on an empty open top
container
1) Position yourself in front of the
right hand side door
2) Check the position of the door
handles (different manufactures
have different handle position)
3) Check that any shipping
container seals have been
removed (also check in the lock
box, if fitted)
4) Lift up the door latch keeper on
both door handles (it should
hold in an upright position).
Stand in front of the right hand
door, toes pointed toward the
container with feet about
400mm apart. Bend the knees
slightly and keep your back
straight
5) Maintaining a comfortable
stance, grab both door handle
levers, one in each hand. Lift
slightly and swing both (usually
one swings to the left and the
other to the right) either to 90 or
180 degrees. This will break the
seal of the door and cam it
open. Note that some levers
may swing the same way e.g.
both to the left on one side/ both
to the right on the other
6) If the seals are tight, start by
removing the handles from the
keepers, use both hands to
crack the inner bar first, and
then follow with the second
outer bar
7) You can now stand up, and by
grabbing both door bars, pull
the door open
8) Repeat the same process on
the left hand side.
Removing the Tarp, Cable, Roof
Bows and swinging Rear Header
1) To remove the tarp, use an
appropriate step ladder (check
that any shipping container
seals have been removed from
the cable ends) reverse feed
the cable though all “D” rings on
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the walls, top side rails and front
and rear headers. Remove all
tarp eyelets from the “D” rings
and, using two people, slide the
tarp off the container, fold and
store securely
2) To remove the roof bows, use
an appropriate step ladder and
two people, lift the roof bows
upwards out of the securing
brackets
3) To remove the swinging rear
header, use an appropriate step
ladder positioned outside of the
arc of the swinging header,
remove the securing pin from
the hinge on the right hand side
of the header and swing the
header outwards and to the left.
When closing the rear header
ensure to keep hands free from
the junction of the header and
the corner post
TRANSPORT
Ensure tarps and doors are
correctly fitted and secured prior to
transport.
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
If you are unsure about the
capability or functions of this
equipment, or are in doubt about
how to use or maintain it correctly,
please contact Royal Wolf and we
can answer any questions in
regards to the safe operations of
this equipment.
FAULTS
In the event you are concerned
that the equipment is not working
correctly, or may be faulty, please
contact Royal Wolf immediately.
For your nearest Royal Wolf
branch call:
Australia
1300 037 686
New Zealand 0800 661 241

